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A v e r y l i v e l y discussior!

r?sa e v e l o p e d in recent y e a r s
a s t o w h i c h w a y w e s h c r ~ l dgo in s e c u r i n g our f u t u r e
e n e r g y d e m a n d s - - a d i s c u s s i o n t h a t h a s d e e p l y split t!ie
p u b ! i c in a n u m b e r of c o u n t r i e s . T h e a r g u m e n t s u s e d
pro a n d con t h e v a r i o u s e n e r g y o p t i o n s o-Ften do not heip t o
claricy t h e issue as-particulariy w i t h nuclear energye m o t ~ o n sa r e t l i e o v e r r i d i n g f a c t o r in t h e d e b a t e .
I I A S A through a s e r i e s of i n - h o u s e d i s c u s s i o n s w a n t s
t o i d e n t i f y t h e b a s i c p o i n t s o f d i s s e n t a n d find out
which r e s e a r c h e f f o r t s could h e l p c l a r i f y t h e i s s u e .
IlASA was created to address important problems confronting mankind through analyses free from the
constraints of purely national or
unidisciplinary approaches. In doing
so, the lnstitute has tried to create
an open environment where differing intellectual views can be
listened to and given fair consideration.
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One of the most controversial topics
at present seems to be the world's
future energy supply and demand.
Ever since its foundation, IlASA has
been working on t h ~ sproblem: the
Energy Program under the leadership
of Prof. Wolf Hafele has made considerable progress already and is
expected to produce some final
results by the end of 1978. To
establish a balanced view, the IIASA
Energy Program has sought periodically to compare its own work
with that of other groups researching
in similar areas. Visitors to the
lnstitute have significantly helped
to direct the work in Laxenburg
towards the more fundamental problems foreseen by the energy community for the decades ahead.

At the beginning of this year, Dennis
Meadows, co-author of the Clubof-Rome study "Limits to Growth",
and Amory Lovins of "Friends of
the Earth" joined IIASA for a limited
time. Both of them favor a "soft
technology" path for the world's
future energy system. Their stay at
IlASA gave an opportunity to check
whether or not their results provide
for a deeper understanding of a
complex global future.
As a result of the discussions,
D. Meadows and A. Lovins together
with two members of the Institute's
energy group-W. Sassin and P.
Penczynski-wrote a paper on "Observations based on Dtscussion of
Global Perspectives and Energy
Stratenies". Ootions ~ublishesthe
full t e i t of t h i s i n t e r e ~ 1 . ndocument
~
a thougn the a ~ t h o r sclaini that it is
"certainly just a first step and much
more effort seems necessary to
really integratetheviewpoints,which,
as it turned out in the beginning,
largely exclude each other".
Nevertheless, this paper may help
to clarifv some Darts of the issue a t
stake and help' direct mankind to
the way to be taken.
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perspecfikes and energy sfrafeg~es
W. Sassin, A. Lovins, D. Meadows.
P. Penczynski')

1. Reasons f o r a j o i n t e x a m i n a t z n of t h e g h i l o s o p h j - b e h i n d
theanalytic-wFrk.~
If one compares publications by
Meadows and Lovins with those
by members of the llASA Energy
11.
Grouo
, .
. 2.. 31. different statements
and recommen'dations are observed
regarding desirable future energy
technol<gies. Even more contrass
are seen in the analysis each side
uses to support its recommendations
for hard and soft enerov technoloov
paths. Several semi&;
d'scuss.o~s
at IIASA faileo to s o ate the essential
differences between the two aoproaches. Thus several hours b f
intense, formal discussions were
undertaken to identify the source
of the disagreement and to define
several modest research topics that
would help resolve any factual uncertainties responsible for the gap
between the t w o positions.
~

~

2. C r i t ~ r i a_ f o r a n acceptable
approach t o t h e e n e r g y p r o b l e m
In searching for the sources of
opposing conclusions with respect
to nuclear, large-scale solar, coal,
renewable sources in a local or
regional context (like wind, wave
power, biomass utilization and smallscale solar heat) and energy conservation measures such as better
insulation or the co-generation of
electricity and process heat, it turned
out to be helpful to address the
following questions:
(1) Which long-term fundamental
problems other than energy questions have to be faced by mankind
within the coming 50 years?
) Wolfgang Sassin, from the Nuclear
Research Center in Karlsruhe, FRG, joined
IIASA's energy group in July 1975.
Dr. Sassin's research at IlASA focuses
on geographical deployment of modern
energy systems and demand and supply
patterns.
Amory Lovins is a consultant physicist
working in London with the conservation
group "Friends of the Earth". The "son
energy path" concept proposed by Mr.
Lovins served as the basis for discussions
at IIASA during his three-week visit in
February this year.
Dennis Meadows, associate professor
of engineering and business at Dartmouth
College. Hanover, N e w Hampshire, joined
IlASA for a tree-month period in January
this year. Prof. Meadows from 1 9 7 0 to
1972 was the Director of the Club-of-Rome
Project on the Predicament of Mankind,
and editor of the "Limits to Growth".
Peter Penczynski from the Siemens
Research Center at Erlangen. FRG, joined
IlASA in July 1976 for a one-year period.
Dr. Penczynski, who at Siemens was in
charge of the development of a superconducting AC-table, at IIASA works on
energy conservation.

(2) Is the appropriate scale for
analyzing these problems global,
regional or local?
(3) In which subsectors should the
economy be disaggregated in order
to tackle the problem of selfreliance and resilience?
(4) How can onedefinea technological solution for the energy supply
with respect to the anticipated state
of affairs in terms of do's and not in
terms of don'ts?
(5) How can one specify an energy
strategy leading from today's situation into a long-term future when
the goals to be achieved vary with
time and in principle are subject to
revision?
3. Preliminary results o f t h e j o i n t
dj~c-esions
Questions 1 through 3 above were
answered in some detail. Questions 4
and 5 remain open for further joint
analysis.
Both sides agreed that major global
reliance on conventional oil and
gas reserves must be phased out
over the next fifty years. Both felt
that even the provision of plentiful
energy supplies would leave many
other crucial problems unsolved.
Beyond that, two obviously incompatible global perspectives evolved. They are briefly outlined below.
P e r s p e c l h o f Dennis M e a d o w s
and A m o r y Lovins
!The carrying capacity of the globe
will continue to deteriorate. The
global population will not rise
above 8 billion people, perhaps not
above 6 billion. Population will
stabilize in some regions through
reduced fertility, in other areas
mortality will increase and may
even produce declining populations. War, pestilence, and famine
will continue in cycles more or
less as they have over the millenia.
One might term this scenario
"Business as Usual" except that
it includes for the first time the
possibility of massive climate
change. The conflicting trends of
consolidation of political blocks on
one hand and increasing breakup
of others will persist. The outcome
of this is not clear, but it will
almost certainly combine with other
trends to decrease the possibilities
for free trade world wide.
Under these circumstances it is
probably inappropriate to plan on
more than 2.5 kwlperson, or around
a doubling of total global energy
~roduction above current levels.
The ~ntermediatefuture could wc.1
see a decline .n energy ava lab~ltty
with concurrent social disruptions.
I t is unrealistic to expect that any
--

entities for its energy
supplies. However, the difficulties
of shifting off oil and gas leave
an inescapable period of several
decades'dependence on the oil and
gas exporters.
Under these circumstances one
does not count on the adoption of
qlobal enerqv strategies, or even on
programs t6at require massive shipments of energy across national
boundaries. One must find sources
that use regionally available energy,
that are very efficient in satisfying
end use demands, and that are
highly resilient and easily decoupled.
According to Meadows and Lovins,
sociopolitical constraints provide
the basic starting point for reanalyzing and further modification
of the technological system. For
the analysis no concept of a sociopolitical lifestyle can be solely expressed in terms of technology. But
general notions of future sociopolitiral prospects can lead directly
to identification of preferred technologies. Technological fixes are
not an end in themselves, however.
This view leads to small-scalesolar
applications, to wind, the use of
aqricultural wastes and deliberate
erforts to attain zero energy growth
in the wealthier nations as quickly
as possible.
Soft technologies are less vulnerable with respect to social,
political, or military interference. If
the IlASA approach is followed.
Lovins and Meadows suggest that
the potential damage a nation
could sustain from interruotion of
its energy supplies from centralized
facilities will exacerbate international tensions and thus lead to
self-destruction of the technologies
and the infrastructure originally
designed on the basis of the assumption of international order and
altruism. Small-scale technologies
will in contrast tend to stabilize
the political system because smallscale conflicts, which are inevitable
in any foreseeable future (this
past year was really the first since
the beginning of World War II that
did not see major armed conflict
somewhere on the globe) do not
automatically lead to escalation.
It is also felt that the major energy
problems are distributional rather
than related to absolute scale. One
should rather concentrate on the
min~mum or the modal energy
availabil~tyrather than the average.

Pers~ectivesatllASAI~~Ene~gv

P~ro~ram
Starting from the observation that
!the
technological possibility to
produce ample energy for all future
'indeed exists, practically eliminat8 ' .
ing raw material as well as environmental problems [4], it seems to
be a prudent and also necessary
approach to separate technological

l a n d socio~oliticalconsiderations to
I certacn extent Th s certa,nly ooes
not Imply that polltical and inst~tut onal orobtems related to tne b ~ i l d LP and operation of a technological
ample amounts
system prov~d~ng
of enerov can - b e solved with
certaint;'~
judgment whether or
not there is a chance to make use
of our technolooical ~ossibilities
within o w socop~litical'constraints
ftrst requres to clarify the conditions and implications of supply
systems that hold the big promise
of alleviating material misery.
It is in line with such an approach
to reckon with the purely demographic growth path of the presently
4 billion people that will level off
according to UN population projections at 12 to 13 billion people.
Consistent with the whole approach, a further growth of the
average energy consumption from
presently 1.8 kW/cap to 3 to
5 kW/cap is fixed as a figure of
orientation. Whether one considers
the accepted fact that dozens of
TW' can only be supplied by hard
technologies as an attractive or a
frightening perspective is not of
prime importance here. Such an
evaluation asks for an assessment
with resoect to the ueneral framework chosen. Sc en& can certa~nly
put forward a ternatlvc cases. An
evaluation and final decision what
is to be considered as attractive
or frightening is not to be performed, however. bv scientists but
within the domain of politics.
Implying the political preparedness
to maintain and extend global
strJctJres, resd ence polnts, among
other tnlngs. to g obal cooperation
and economic exchange that can
compensate for events, such as
unexpected outages in specific regions. In this case resilience is not
limited to the specific energy system of a specific region.
The geographical dimension of the
system to be organized in a resilient way is different than that
used in the approach of D. Meadows and especially A. Lovins.
Again, evaluating the merits of
these two resilience concepts goes
beyond the limits of purely scientific analysis. It is a highly political
matter.
This brief and certainly oversimplifvina outline of the two a ~ ~ r 0 a c h e S
which are cnaracter zed by oiverg nq
assumptlonson development of population, economy and political interdependence, makes it obvious
why a purely technical argumentation will not be able to bridge the
gap between the general standpoints
of "hard" and "soft" exponents.
Furthermore, the need to analyze
why such fundamental disagreement
exists raises the question of the
') For comparison, the present world
energy consumption i s at 7.6 TW years1
year or simply 7.5 TW. 1 TW yearlyear i s
approximately equal to 1 billion (lo9) tons
of coal equivalent per year.

underlying philosophies of the t w o
standpoints and, more important, as
to whether both really cover the
extremes.

4. Points f o r f u r t h e r r e s e a m
a.!La.n_a!~tic_eff arts
The participants largely agree that
further work should concentrate on
the five points listed below. It is
likely that even partial answers to
these ouestions could h e l ~either
to reduce the diverging opinions in
interpreting technological advantages or disadvantages or at least
more clearly point to the fundamental
decision-making processes which
will have to be carried out in the
near future.
(1) Is energy a critical parameter
with respect to solving the anticipated basic problems or to achieving the fixed goals implicit in the
perspectivesdescribed in 3. above.
Remark:
less important for A. Lovins' aporoach; more imoortant for IIASA's
hamework; partl'v followed up by
the WELMM effort [51.
(2) Which kind of commercial. legal,
and political conditions are required
to introduce the new energy systems? Both hard and soft are new.
Remark:
it is agreed that the transition period
for both is in the order of 50 years.
(3) What is the consistent definition
of "regions" for each approach,
with respect to the design of strategies and the fixing of a target
state of affairs? (How do regions
exchange under crisisconditions?)
Remark:
more important for A. Lovins: less
important for IIASA, because the
focus is on global considerations.
(4) Is it possible to design a strategy
which at least for some time keeps
both paths open7
(5) Which regions of the world will
orobablv exoerience which consequences of the alternative development paths?
(6) How can one tell which of the
two scenarios is more likelv? What
are the consequences of following
the hard or the soft path if the
opposite scenario is finally realized?
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. . . d o we need? How can we make
sure that the continuously growing
water demand in agricultural and
urban areas can be satisfied if at
the same time the need for water
in various branches of industry is
constantly increasing7 Quite a number of other categories of water
demand could be listed, often competing or even exclusive of each
other. This issue is particularly important in the light of the present
drought in the Western United
States and similar phenomena observed in Western Europe last year:
In fact, water scarcity or bad water
management might very well turn
out to be one of the "limits to
growth". The importance of this issue
has been emphasized by its inclusion in the agenda of the United
Nations Water Conference which has
just taken place in Mar del Plata in
Argentina.
At a workshop on "Modeling of
Water Demands", which was held
at Schloss Laxenburg from January
17-21. IlASA scholars tooether with
scientists from National MIember Organization (NMO) countries tried
to identify areas 'where increased
research efforts seemed to be most
useful. The outcome of this workshop was a proposed course of
action jointly approved by the participants. One of the items suggested was a survey of experience
in estimating the different factors
affecting water demand, with particular emphasis on the methods
employed in actual planning studies
in the NMO countries. This research
is being coordinated with related
activities carried out by other international organizations, IlASA will
use the NMO-contributionstogether
with further investigations of its
own to prepare a report on the
state-of-the-art with a view to
establishing where good woru has
alrcad) ocen done ano wnere further
progress is necessary. The surveyreport-with the provisional title:
"Methods for Estimating Water Demands and Waste Water Dischargesm-will probably be published
by the end of the year').
Meanwhile. IlASA will be seekinu
ways of extending methodologies
already developed and applying them
in interested countries. This seems
to be of particular relevance for big
industrial water users, such as pulp
and oaoer industries or steel ~ l a n t s .
~n0t'ne.rimportant aspect 1s I ~ A S A ' S
effort in integrat~ngwater demand
and supply modeis and adapting
them for water management planning
on a regional basis.
) If you are interested in this survey or
other water demand sctivities please contact one of our National Member Organizations or write directly to Dr. J. Kindler at

IIASA.

the existing reserves of 58,000 billion
cubic meters.
Non-conventional gas
Some of the
important and
interesting discussions during the
IIASA/UNITAR Conference on the
Future Supply of Nature-Made Petroleum and Gas dealt, however,
with the many other sources of
natural gas, which. although much
higher in potential volume, may
prove to be substantially higher in
extraction cost.
There is a very large resource potential and already identified reserves
in so-called ''tight formations", such
as tight sandstone formations and
organic shales, which generally do
not allow the free natural flow of gas.
Estimates of the potential tight sandstone formations in the Rocky Mountains of the US alone, for instance,
vary from 7,000 to 16.000 billion
cubis meters or more (coming to
almost one third of the proven world
gas reserves). Tight formations, in
fact, exist in many other parts of
the US and elsewhere. The challenge
of tapping these vast natural gas
resources was taken up by the
nuclear industry with three nuclear
explosion projects, of medium success, in the United States (Project
Gasbuggy, Project Rulison, and Project Rio Blanco) and through largescale application of hydraulic fracturing. During the past few years a
number of tight sandstone gas fields
have been put into production. In
addition to chemical explosives, this
technique of hydraulic fracturing is
also being applied to organic or
black shales, such as the Devonian
shales in Eastern Kentucky; the
output per well generally is not very
large but, on the other hand, the
wells produce for a very long period.
In the United States, five per cent
of sedimentary rocks are shale. If
the same ratio applies on a worldwide scale, these resources may also
be very important.

host

by M. Grenon*)
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Natural gas has been k n o w n as long as oil. A thousand
years before t h e Drake and Rockefeller era. the Chinese
w e r e drilling gas through percussion and distributing
i t ihrouoh "baniboo a i ~ e l i n e s " .Because o f the technical
and economic difficilliies involved in the long-distance
transportation o f gas, this important energy source
has had an evolution entirely different f r o m t h a t o f t h e
easily transportable oil.
Large-scale consumption of natural
gas began, in fact, after World War II
in the United States. In Western
Europe it began only in the Sixties,
due to the discovery of a number
of gas fields in Italy and in France,
and particularly of the giant deposit
of Groningen in the Netherlands in
1959. Just as important was the
opening up of the gas field of Hassi
R'Mel in the Sahara, which really
started the sea transportation of gas
in liauefied form: and the Soviet
Un!on's discovcr~esat Tyumen, Orenburg. an0 other places added a new
dimension to energy supply in
Europe.
The difficulties in the transportation
of aas and the com~arativelv late
de& opment somewhat expla~nwhy
nterest in potentla1 gas resources
has been considerably smaller than
that in oil resources. Gas resources
are found in t w o main types of
deposits:
e Very often in the USA and the
Middle East,! gas is "associated"
with oil in hydrocarbon deposits.
Because oil had to be produced and
gas was of no commercial use, most
of this "fatal" substance was initially flared (and still is in some
countries). Generally, this gas is now
reinjected to maintain the natural
production pressure in the oil field
(as is being implemented on a very
large scale in the Iran), or simply
commercialized.
Dry deposits: Gas can also be
found alone, or dry, as it is in many
giant deposits in the Soviet Union.
A few decades, or even a few years
ago, it was considered a catastrophe
to hit such a dry-gas deposit in the
search for oil, as happened for
instance in the North Sea in the
case of the huge Frigg gas field.
Increasing
demand
-- -Times have changed. Since the
energy crisis, the demand for gas.
the clean fuel, is constantly rising.
Therefore it seemed highly appropriate to review during the second
IlASA conference on enerav
re-.
') Prof. Michel Grenon of France has
been an international consultant on energy
problems and policies. In January 1974
he joined IIASA.S Energy Program, where
he is in charge of resources assessment
and management.
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sources, organized in July 1976,
together with the United Nations
Institute for Training and Research
(UNITAR), the present status of
conventional gas reserves and resources as well as the potential of
various additional non-conventional
resources. The findings of the conference on these natural gas resources turned out to be even more
challenging than the results on nonconventional oil resources, about
which we have reponed in the last
issue of Options.
To show the relation between some
figures: The present value of the
world's gas reserves, which have
dramatically increased since the end
of World War II, amounts to approximately 58,000 billion cubic
meters. This is roughly equivalent
to 52 billion tons of oil; a little more
than half the known proven world
oil reserves. Of these gas reserves,
some 40% is associated gas, and
60% non-associated. Approximately
one third of the total world reserves
is found in the Soviet Union, 1756
in the lran. and 11% in the United
States. In 1975, world consumption
was about 1,300 billion cubic meters,
or 2% of the reserves, 45% of which
was consumedintheunited States.
For the long-term perspective, which
is the main asoect of the IlASA
Energy Program, potential resources
are the key issue. Estimates of these
future gas resources suffer from the
same kind of uncertainties as those
of potential oil resources. but with
a maior difference: future oil resourchs depend on two factors: first.
on the rate of future discoveries of
new oil deposits and, second, on the
possible improvements in the recovery factor from the present 30 to
35% to mavbe 50 or even 60% bv
enhanced oil recovery techniques.
Because of the physical properties
of natural gas, on the other hand,
the recovery rate is already rather
high: 60-90% of the original gas in
place. Therefore, unlike oil, most
of the future resources are to be
expected from the discovery of new
oildeposits in the case of associated
gas, and the discovery of new gas
fields.As with
the experts do
not agree in estimating the future
gas potential, but it is expected to
lie between 2 times and 5 times

Geopressure
zones
-Growing interest is being devoted
to gas in "geopressure zones" (zones
in sedimentary areas filled with warm
or hot water-under high pressureand containing gas in solution).
where a natural catalytic cracking
of deposited hydrocarbons is supposed to take place. There are three
types of energy in such deposits:
e mechanical energy (at five kilometers depth the pressure can reach
900 to 1.000 kg per square centimeter instead of the normal 500 to
6001.
e Gothermal energy (temperatures
between 200-250" C),
e natural gas. For natural gas some
staggering figures have been published for the potential of a zone of
) It is the pleasure of the author to announce that, as a follow-up of this I I A S A I
UNITAR Conference, a cooperation between U S and USSR scientists is presently
being explored through the channel of
IIASA.

some 375,000 square kilometers
below the Gulf of Mexico; figures
ranging from 160,000 billion cubic
meters (three times the present world
gas reserves) to as much as 1,300
trillion cubic meters (more than the
total US coal resources), as estimated by Prof. Paul H. Jones, one
of the most prominent world experts in this field. As stated during
the IlASA conference, research now
underway should help to clarify
whether this resource can be used
within ten vears from now'). It is
obvious that tackling such a nLge
resource creates enormous engineering problems. It has been calculated
at the IlASA Energy Program that
producing as much energy from geopressure zones as oil is providing
today in the world (roughly 3 billion
tons of oil) would require processing
twice the amount of water that is
flowing through the Mississippi river
estuary.

Gas hydrates
Probably even further in the future.
but of highest scientific interest, is
the utilization of gas hydrates, i.e.
frozen natural gas, which was first
discovered by Soviet petroleum geoloaists in the Arctic less than ten
yearsago. Subseq~ently,gasnydrates
anre also founo in tne Macnnnzie
Basin in Canada as well as in
offshore areas around the globe.
According to Soviet experts, the
total methane reserves of the world
oceans are about 1 billion cubic
meters (10" ml), several orders of
maclnitude hiclher than those for
coniinental seaimentary rocks. Such
tremendous figures are naturally
challencled, bui evervbodv at the
conference generally agreed on the
large-scale potential availability of
hvdrates in offshore areas; this would
amply justify the consideration of
international cooperation for research
on a worldwide basis.
Other natural gas resources worth
mentioning are:
a gas from landfill areas (a technology presently being tested in
California),
gas in marsh areas, especiallv in
subjropical or tropical areas (no extraction technology as yet available),
a methane in coal mines: always
a safety problem: this new resource
is being studied and its technology
developed mainly by the US Bureau
of Mines (the quantities involved in
the US are estimated to equal the
proven natural reserves of the country).
In conclusion, conventional and non
conventional gas resources appear
to be high. The "latecomer" among
fossil fuels, natural gas, most clean
and flexible to use, seems to be a
challenging fuel for the "transition
period''. which is now being explored by the IIASA Energy Program.
The Proceedings of the "Conference on
the Future Supply of Nature-Made Petroleum and Gas" will soon be published
by Pergamon Press.

During recent years t h e t e r m "resilience" has very
often been linked t o IIASA-although i t is not really an
invention of IIASA: i t was brought t o the
Institute by C. S. Holling, leader of t h e Ecology Project
from August 1973 till July 1975. "Resilience" means a
system's capability t o absorb impacts f r o m outside
without ceasing t o exist as a system, although changes
of the state of the system would certainly occur. This basic
idea of Prof. Holling's was further developed during
his stay at t h e lnstitute and has created a lot of interest
also within other research groups a t IIASA, particularly
within the Energy Program. Tlie appropriate
mathematical techniques seem t o stem f r o m t h e modern
global theory of differential equation. conlmonly
known as "Dynamic Systems".
During the summer of 1975, a
workshop with an unusually broad
spectrum of participants was held
at IIASA. Among the subjects represented were meteorology, mathematical economy, ecology, the chemical theory of evolution, differential
topology, ergodic theory and numerical mathematics. What was the
common thread joining all those
fields; which common interest
brought those scientist together?
Intimately connected with Holling's
ideas about resilience was the concept of the "phase portrait", which
became of interest to IIASA's methodologists. Through this concept
one can study the evolution of a
system in a geometric way, with
special emphasis on its structural
and qlobal properties. When the
mathematicians iooked at the diagrams contained in Holling's main
article on resllience, thev recognized
tnc lmmeo arc connections ib the
global tneory of o.fferentiaI cquatlons
and beqan to translate abstract
mathematical results into a language
suitable for the working mathematical ecologist.
At the same time that Hollino's
group began t o analyze their ecological models throunh the phaseapproach, T.-C. Koopmans
observed that a new class of fixedpoint algorithms-created for the use
in mathematical economics-seemed
just right for this kind of analysis.
It was soon realized that the concepts and methods developed in
connection with ecological and economic models had a far wider domain of aoolication. The ohaseportrait apptoach involves the'identification of basins and attractors of
a svstem: the attractors corresoond
to ;ts modes of behavior (siable,
long-time). Often they can be described without extensive numerical
computation, with the help of powerful mathematical structure theorems.
So on the initiative of T. C. Koopmans, the 1975 summer workshop
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was organized to explore those ideas
and their relevance for such apparently diverse disciplines as ecology, economics, climatology, and
chemistry.
At the workshop, some promising
foci of research could be identified.
One of them is the theory of bifurcations: it investigates in an abstract
way the possible structural changes
of a system, especially those of its
attractors. under variations of some
parameters. Tlie transition between
laminar and turbulent flow of a
fluid-just to quote an examplecan be analyzed in this manner.
Similar abrupt changes of the behavior of a system can be seen in
ecology and other fields. Even if
we do not see those different modes
of behavior i n nature, introducing
them as a "Gedankenexperiment" is
a powerful tool for the analysis of
the phase portrait.
The second main point of interest
was the adaptation of the newly
develo~edfixed-ooint alaorithms to
the ldent~flcatlon of a l i the fixed
poin;sicdr;esponding to equilibriaof a system. (Even if this approach
does not fullv succeed for all
the mathematical sensevaluable information for
all cases.) For example, those techniques were applied in a preypredator model. Ecologists had coniectured the existence of a stable
mode of behav~or consisting of
periodic oscillations of the densities
of both species. The mathematical
concept corresponding to this mode
in the model would be a so-called
oeriodic orbit: usino the fixed-ooint
algqrithm, it was -calculated' expl~c~tlv.
Continued page 6
'

) Hans-Richard Grurnm came to ilASA
in September 1975 from the University
of Vienna. Dr. Grumm's research focuses
on qualitative theory of differential dynamic systems and applications to the
resiiience concept.

" S y s t e r ~ sa n a l y s i s : t h e a c t , p r o c e s s , o r p r o f e s s i o n o f
s t u d y i n g a n a c t i v i t y ( a s a p r o c e d u r e , a business, or a
p h y s i o l o g i c a l f u n c t i o n ) t y p i c a l l y b y m a t h e m a t i c a l m e a n s in
o r d e r t o d e f i n e i t s g o a l s or p u r p o s e s a n d t o d i s c o v e r
o p e r a t i o n s a n d procedures for a c c o m p l i s h i n g them most
e f f i c i e n t l y . " So t h a t ' s w h a t s y s t e m s a n a l y s i s is.
A t l e a s t a c c o r d i n g t o W e b s t e r ' s New C o l l e g i a t e D i c t i o n a r y .
S y s t e m s a n a l y s t s seem t o f i n d t h e a n s w e r t o w h a t
s y s t e m s a n a l y s i s i s .far more c o m p l i c a t e d - a s t h e
r e s p o n s e s t o i l A S A ' s S t a t e - o f - t h e - A r t q u e s t i o n n a i r e on
a p p l i e d s y s t e m s a n a l y s i s show.
What is system analysis? That is
probably the most frequent question
Dr. Roger Levien, Director of IIASA,
was asked after taking over from
Prof. Howard Raiffa, who is now
back at Haward. So he took a quotation from Lewis Carroll's Through
the Looking-Glass, had it framed,
and put it up in his office. Visitors
asking "the" question are immediately referred to it. It reads:
"When I use a word", Humpty
Dumpty said, in a rather scornful
tone. "it means iust what I choose
it to' mean-neittier more nor less."
Continued from page 5

Since this workshoo, research along
the lines indicated has progressed
at IIASA and elsewhere. The problem
of chemical evolution is under investigation at the University of
Vienna; groups at MIT and the FU
Berlin are looking for applications
of the phase-portrait approach to
special meteorological and climatological models.
At IIASA, we have investigated
specific systems of equations of
great theoretical and practical interest. This research is motivated by
the idea of an "attractor kit": a list
of well-analyzed attractors one can
choose from to describe peculiar
behavioral patterns seen in actual
systems. The Lorenz attractor-of
recent mathematical fame-serves as
a good example. It models the
aoeriodic vacillation of a svstem
&tween two regions n phase space
Or~ginally derlved through s mpl f~caton of a set of meteoroloa~cal
equations, it has been applredamong other things-to a phenomenological description of the reversals
of the earth's magnetic field. Thus
we see again the same structural
problems and methods appearing in
t w o seemingly unrelated fields.
IIASA Publications on Resilience
CP-75-8. Analysis and Computation of
Equilibria and Regions of Stability-With
Applications in Chemistry, Climatology.
Ecology, and Economics-Record of a
Workshop. H. R. Grijmm. Editor: $ 11
RR-76.5. Definitions of ~
~
~H. R. i
Griirnm.
~,s
. 1.50
. ~
~

I

,

-

~

RM-76.61, Economy Phase Portraits. H. R
Griimm, L. Schrattenholzer; $ 2.50
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"The question is", saidAlice,"whether you CAN make words mean so
many different things." "The question is", said Hurnpty Dumpty,
"which is to be master-that's all."
Which leaves Dr. Levien free to say,
"Systems analysis is what IlASA
does."
But IlASA has delved deeper into
this matter, as it is sponsoring a
series of books on the state of the
art of applied systems analysis as
welC as a Handbook of the field.
IIASA's Survev Proiect. which has
In tlated these b ~ ~;atlon~.
b
prcparen
a prel.m~riaryout1 ne of tne fo-noations, art, techniques, and applicatinn
and
...... nf svstems
., ...... - analvsis
- .. - . ,.
- . . - then
......
sought comment from analysts and
users outside IlASA bv means of a
questionnaire, distributed through
the National Member Organizations
(NMOS). The res~ondents.over 100
scientists and ma;?agers i n t h e NMO
countries, rated the importance of
and commented on the conceptual
structure proposed as a basis for
the Series and Handbook.
The outline, revised as a result of
this survey, has been published in
IIASA's Research Report Series').
As miaht have been exoected. the
questionnaire showed that there is
no common agreement about what
systems analysrs really is. Apparently,
there are approximately as many
definitions as there are systems
analysts. Of course, it was not the
purpose of this questionnaire to
establish a universally valid definition of systems analysis. Rather, the
attempt was to employ the respondents' comments to enrich and
strengthen the conceptual basis proposed by the Survey Project staff.
These comments were of great interest themselves and have been
published also"). As is pointed out
in the Research Report on the responses, there were objections to
the
...... srnrrh
- . - . . fnr
. - . definitions
- - ....... - . .-, larnnlv
.-.?,-.,
based on the belief that a variety of
definitions can confuse rather than
help and that IlASA should adopt
an appropriate definition and adhere
fO I f . .

.

Nevertheless, the questionnaire prov~ed to
i be
~ an~ important
~
~ effort:
.
"as
a result of the resoonse to this
questlonnalre,
the
h t l i n e (of the
, '
,
'
,
publ~cat~onserles) was amplified

considerably and numerous changes
were made, botn in the obtline and
in ~ l a n sfor the oublications. Manv
pe;ceptive comm'ents and critic~sms
were received; these, together wltn
a statistical analysis of the importance ratings by the respondents
were taken into account in developing guidelines for the Series
and Handbook and in preparing the
revised version of the outline."
Three main areas of interest were
mentioned by the respondents and
will receive emphasis in seeking
volumes to aooear in the Series:
cr In-depth case studies, presented
ina wavthat provides methodological
insights, pa~icularlynew ones,into
the process of systems analysis, but
written in a more or less standard
format.
e Policy studies of areas of current
international interest, e.g., in energy,
health care systems, 6 urban development, to bring into focus complex problem situations, reveal constraints, suggest possible lines of
attack, and provide essential data
and information.
n The analysis of analysis, i.e.,
epistemological and sociological
studies of analytical activity, techniques of argumentation, control of
the quality of analytical results, and
institutional factors that hinder or
facilitate the use of analysis.
Volumes that are derived from this
outline for the Series will be prepared largely for practitioners of
systems analysis; they may include
topics of contemporary interest
chosen by individual authors as well
as topics from IIASA's work. The
Series will be developed by the
Survey Project editorial staff at the
Institute. with the advice of an international editorial board; it will
be published initially in English by
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. (London).
Later, when the Series is firmly
established, a Handbook is contemplated, addressed to several audiences: practitioners, managers,
scientists, and students and teachers
of systems analysis. The scope of
the Handbook will be similar to
some aspects of the Series, but it
will focus on the fundamental aspects
of the theory and practice of systems analysis. Because of its nature,
the Handbook will require far more
time to prepare than the usual
Series volumes.
The first volume in the Series on
applied systems analysis, sponsored
by IIASA, is due to appear this fall:
"Conflicting Objectives in Decisions", edited by David Bell, Ralph
Keeney, and Howard Raiffa.
') RR-76-16 : Systems analysis: An Outline
for the State-of-the-Art Survey Publications. E. Quade, K. Brown. R. Levien.
G. Majone. V. Rakhmankulov; $ 2.50.
") RR-76-17:The State-of-the-Artquestionnaire on applied systems enalysis:
A report on the responses, E. Ouade,
K. Brown. R. Levian. G. Maione. V. Rakhmankulov: $3.50.
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Seminar for the Industry

1" Januarv. IIASA together with
Cooperation w i t h &lgaria
Montanuniversitat Leoben and the
IIASA's relations with its Bulaarian
University of Graz organized a oneNational
~ e r n b e r Organi;ation
day seminar for ~ u s t r i a nindustrialists
(NMO) were strengthened during
on computer-based management
I svstems at Schloss Laxenburg. Some
two recent visits to Bulaaria. 1;
~anuary; Prof. ~ a f e l e ,
40 top managers of ~ u s t r i a ' slargest
. enterprises joined in a very
IIASA's Energy Program, held disOf
.~ndustr~al
'
cussions with-the ~'rnistrvof Enerov I intensive Droaram of lectures and
discussions on the implementation
at sofia, whichresulted' in a joiGt
agreement on cooperation between
of computers and computer networks in the management of large
the Ministry and 'the Energy Proindustrial units.
gram.
A real workshop atmosphere, with
Later that month, Dr. Levien, Dilively discussions among the parrector of the lnstitute, during a
ticipants, demonstrated the importhree-day visit to Sofia: had talks
tance of such informal contacts
with leaders of the Bulgarian scienbetween science and industry.
tific community and government. As
IIASA expects to continue such
a result of these discussions, a
meetings in the future.
protocol was signed with the State
Committee for Science, Technological Progress, and Higher Education, setting the guidelines for a
Grants for IlASA
concrete plan of cooperation between the two parties. In the near
Work is fully underway on a study
of energvlenvironment interactions
future such collaboration might be
in Austria. suooorted bv an 800.000
realized in the fields of manaaement
of reg~onalsetrlements and orianfzaAS (approx~r;litely 45.000 8 ) grant
awarded bv the Austr,an hat,onal
t o n o f the corn~lexserblces needed
by their populations; organization
Bank in 1976. This case study builds
on three similar studies conducted
and control of large-scale specialized
by IIASKs Ecology group in the
agrarian-industrial complexes; edureaions of Wisconsin (USA). the
cation of hioh-level manaoement
staff; and n e i technologies rn agrithe hone-~1~;s ( ~ G n c e ) .
culture, their assessment and utilizatime 90.000 5tion in the future.
has been made to IIASA by the
Work has already begun under this
Rockefeller Foundation, which alplan of cooperation with visits to
ready has provided support for
Sofia by IIASA scholars, as well as
scientists from developing countries
the visit to IIASA of Prof. Markov,
working at IIASA. The new grant is
the First Deputy Minister for Comfor planning and coordination acmunications of the People's Republic
tivities in the institute's "Food and
of Bulgaria.
Agriculture" Program.
~

I 1

1I

~~

I
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"Back home" t o IIASA: Academician Leonid Kantorovich of the
Soviet Union. 1975 Nobel Laureate in
Economics, revisited IIASA in January on the occasion of the Second
IFAC Meeting on the Dynamic Modeling of National Economics, cosponsored by IFORS and IIASA.
Also at the lnstitute on this occasion: Academician Abel Aganbegyan
from the Soviet Union, and Prof.
Lawrence Klein of the US, who in
a lecture at the lnstitute ex~lained
his economyjenergy model 'of the
United States.

Ministers a t IlASA
Again, IIASA had the pleasure of
welcoming leading politicians of
NMO countries: on February 2, the
Canadian Minister for Science and
Technology, Mr. Hugh Faulkner,
together with a small delegation
from his Department and the Canadian Embassy in Vienna, spent the
afternoon at Schloss Laxenburg. And
on March 11, the new Austrian
Foreign Minister, Dr. Willibald Pahr,
who took office in fall last year, paid
his first visit to the lnstitute. They
were given presentations by Dr.
Roger Levien, Director of IIASA,
and other leading IIASA scientists.
Canadians meeting at IIASA:
Dr. David Fisher [center] of IIASA's
Management and Technology Group,
and Dr. Michael Ferguson of Computer Sciences [right], welcoming
"their" Minister, the Honorable Hugh
Faulkner.

Research Memoranda
-

Published

to Nuclear Power. H. J. Otway,

M.
RM-76-81.
Fishbein, The
$ i.50
Soatial Reoroductive value. and the spatial M o mentum.of Zero Population Growth,
A. Rogers, F. Willekens, $ 2.50
RM-76-22, Regional Air Pollution
I m ~ a c t :A Dis~ersionMethodoloav
eve loped and Applied to Energy
Systems, R. L. Dennis, $ 2.50
RM-77-1, Pitfalls of Analysis and
the Analysis of Pitfalls, G. Majone,
$ 1.50
RM-77-2, Linking National Models
of Food and Agriculture: An introduction, M. A. Keyzer. $ 2.50
RM-77-3, Job Search, Migration,
and Metropolitan Growth, J. R.
Miron, $ 3.50
RM-77-4,
Multi-Organizational
Strategies: An Analytic Framework
and Case Illustrations, C. Davies,
A. Demb, R. Espejo, R. Ostrowski,
$ 1.50
RM-77-5. Air Pollution Disoersion
Models as used in Poland 'in Regional Development Planning, J.

Conference Proceedings
CP-76-12, Systems Studies of Nuclear Energy Development in the
USSR, L. A. Melentiev, A. A. Makarov, A. Belostotsky, $ 2.50
CP-76-13, Integrated Systems Control in the Steel Industry. State-ofthe-An Review and Proceedings of
the Conference, June 30-July 2,
1975. 1. Lefkowitz A. Cheliustkin,
editors, $14.40
CP-77-1, MOIRA: Food and Agriculture Model, Proceedings of the
Third IlASA Symposium on Global
Modeling, September 22-25, 1975,
G. Bruckmann, editor, $ 12.50
Research Reports
RR-76-13. Environmental lmoacts
of ~lectricalGeneration: A systemwide Approach, W. K. Foell. W. A.
Buehring, $2.50
RR-76-14,
~
~
~
~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~of
l iD ~~ cision Analysis, W. A. Buehring.
W. K. Foell, R. L. Keeney, $ 2.50
RR-76-15, -rhe 1 1 ~ s
water
~ ,qesources Project: A Status Report,
Water Project, $ 3.50
RR-76-16, systems~
~
~
l
Outline for the State-of-the-Art Survey Publications, E. Quade, K. Brown,
R. Levien, G. Majone, V. Rakhmankulov, $2.50
RR-76-17, The State-of-the-Art
Questionnaire on Applied Systems
Analysis: A Reporton the Responses.
E. Quade. K. Brown. R. Levien.
G. Majone, V. Rakhmankulov, $ 3.50
RR-76-18. A Review of Energy
Models. No. 3 (Soecial Issue on
Soviet Models). ' J:M.
Beaujean.
J.-P. Charpentier, editors, $ 2.50
RR-76-19. The WELMM A o ~ r o a c h
to Energy Strategies and bbtions,
M. Grenon. B. Lapillone, $ 2.50
RR-76-20, Criteria for Proportional
Representation, M. L. Balinski, H. P.
Young, $1.50
RR-76-21, Semismooth and Semiconvex Functions in Constrained
O~timization.R . Mifflin. $ 1.50
RR-77-1, Sensitivity Analysis of
Streeter-Phelps Models, S. Rinaldi,
R. Soncini-Sessa, $1.50
RR-77-2. On Huntington Methods
of
.. Apportionment,
..
- . -- M . L. Balinski,
H. P. Young. % I.SU
RR-77-1, An Algorithm for Constrained Optimization with Semismooth Functions, R. Mifflin. $ 2.50

I

Pruchnicki, $1.50
RM-77-6, An Approach to Building
a Universal Health Care Model:
Morbidity Model of Degenerative
Diseases,
I. Fujimasa,
~ S. Kaihara,
~
~
/
~K.
~ Atsumi,
t i A.
~ A.
~~ Klementiev,~ $ 3.50
RM-77-7, A Practical Approach to
Choosing Alternate Solutions to
Complex Optimization Problems
under Uncertainty. L. S. Belyaev.
$ 2.50
RM-77-8,
Linear Pro~
~
iA Dynamic
~
:
gramming Approach to National
Senlement System Planning. A. 1.
Propoi. F. Willekens, $ 2.50
RM-77-9, The Spatial Reproductive Value: Theory and Applications,
F. Willekens. $2.50
RM-77-10, Economic Aspects of
Regional Separatism, N. Hansen,
$ 1.OO
RM-77-11, The Analysis of Multivariate Time Series with a View to
Applications in Hydrology, J. Ledolter, $ 2.50
RM-77-12, Optimal ~ i o o dLevee
Designs by Dynamic Programming,
I. Bogardi, A. Casti, J. Casti, L.
Duckstein, $ 1.OO

IlASA's National Member
O r g a n i z a t i o n s [NMOS]
The Academy of Sciences,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
The Canadian Committee for the
lnternational lnstitute for Applied Systems Analysis
The Committee for the lnternational lnstitute for Applied
Systems Analysis of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
The French Association for the
Development of Systems Analysis
The Academy of Sciences of the
German Democratic Republic
The Japan Committee for the
lnternational lnstitute for Applied Systems Analysis
The Max Planck Society for the
Advancement of Sciences, Fed~
eral Republic
of~ Germany~
~
~
~
The National Centre for Cybernetics and Computer Techniques, People's Republic of
Bulgaria
The National Academy of Sciences, United States of America
The National Research Council,
Italy
The Polish Academy of Sciences
The Royal Society of London,
United Kingdom
The Austrian Academy of Sciences
The Hungarian Committee for
Applied Systems Analysis
The Swedish Committee for the
lnternational lnstitute for Applied Systems Analysis
The Finnish Committee for the
lnternational lnstitute for Applied Systems Analysis
The Foundation IIASA-Netherlands
OPTIONS
a IlASA news report

New Publication Index
A new cumulative index of IIASA
~ublicationsfor the vear 1976 (Janbary through ~ e c e h b e r ) has just
been published. Copies may be obtained free of charge from the IlASA
Publications Department.
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